Power and Speed Redefined.
With LG, it’s all possible.
Experience a performance that puts you in control.

Imagine a world with nonstop entertainment, available anytime you want it. With the LG Volt, have the power to stream videos and browse social sites on a smartphone that delivers sharp, vivid colors all day long on its 4.7” IPS display. And while you’re putting an end to dull moments, capture and share all the fun ones with the built-in 8 MP camera. But, do be warned – with great power comes great envy.
Expansive 4.7” qHD IPS Display with Durable Corning® Gorilla® Glass 2
Experience all of your favorite media on a durable and sustainable touchscreen that delivers brilliant true-to-life color in exquisite detail.

Nationwide Sprint® 4G LTE Network
Enjoy mobile Internet in seconds that’s powerful enough for you to stream videos and play games at lightning-fast speeds.

Knock Code™
Get quick, secure access to your phone by tapping your personalized 2-8 point passcode pattern anywhere on the screen.

8 MP BSI Camera with Full HD Video Capture (1.3 MP Front-Facing Camera)
Capture clear, vibrantly colored pictures and full HD videos that you can easily share with friends and family.

QSlide Function
Get quick access to Videos, Memo, Calendar, Browser, and Calculator all at the same time so you can multitask with ease.

1.2 GHz Quad-Core Processor
Get all the entertainment you can handle with a processor that offers seamless performance and power while on the go.

3,000 mAh Battery
For those who rely on their phone the most, the LG Volt battery is both removable and strong enough to handle up to 24 hours of talk time.

Next Radio*
Tune in to any of your favorite local FM radio stations and get song and artist information, share online, or purchase right from your phone.
*Headset required, sold separately.
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QuickWindow™
The premium protective case provides convenient, direct access to select functions without even opening the cover.
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QuickRemote
Turn your LG Volt into a remote control for your multiple-room, home entertainment systems, including your TV and cable box.

Guest Mode
Directly access Guest Mode with a predetermined unlock pattern, giving you peace of mind when sharing your phone with others.

Preset a secure code that will unlock the phone with over 80,000 possible combinations.

Android™ 4.4 KitKat
Swiftly browse through your phone with a user interface that offers a more polished design, improved performance, and new features.

Lithium Ion 3,000 mAh Battery
For those who rely on their phone the most, the LG Volt battery is both removable and strong enough to handle up to 24 hours of talk time.
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QuickWindow™
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*Some owner/personal content and information may still be accessible to a user in Guest Mode.

Listen to music, check the weather, answer an incoming call, or view a variety of different clocks.

*QuickWindow case sold separately.
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Get all the entertainment you can handle with a processor that offers seamless performance and power while on the go.
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Capture clear, vibrant pictures and full HD videos, with 1.3 MP Front-facing Camera.
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Tune in to any of your favorite local FM radio stations and get song and artist information, share online, or purchase right from your phone.
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Key Features

Nationwide Sprint® 4G LTE Network
1.2 GHz Quad-Core Processor
3,000 mAh Battery with up to 24 Hours Talk Time
Vivid 4.7” Display with Durable Gorilla® Glass 2
8 MP BSI Camera with LED Flash for Clear Imagery in Low Light
Full 1080p HD Camcorder
Secure Your Phone with Knock Code™
Safely Share Your Device with Guest Mode
Android™ 4.4 KitKat

For more information, please visit: www.lg.com/us/Volt-Virgin